Roger Kiely Founder of Toronto Donut Ride Dead

• "I have many good memories of Roger and he was always a dear to me.”
- Millen Novotny

• "I think of him every time I ride because of the “Rogerisms" (songs and sayings):
How much for the wife? (Garage sale required).
You get more nookie on a Suzuki!
Hey didily dee this is the life for me.”
- Andy Mitchell

• “Roger was a good friend for the past 40 years. Besides his famous Welsh accent and
“Rogerisms”, I’ll always remember the times spent together training for races in the
early days, out to swap nights at the local library, at the Bike Shop, and/or the
doughnut ride mystery tours – whose routes only he knew. I will always add "three
more”(for Jaime, Gary and now Roger!) to my final count of the donut rides knowing
well that he/they will be riding the bike "somewhere" in the universe.”
- Fernando Gonçalves

• “… Roger always made me laugh. We had a good chat about him today with the guys
when we went mountain biking. He would always do the Ride for Karen, without ever
signing up, or wearing a helmet most times. Weeks after the event, he would send me
hundreds of dollars in cheques he collected. He did it his way, and had a real soft spot
under that hard outer shell!”
- Kirk J. Tobias

Roger Kiely (1943-2016)
• “My deepest condolences to the family and friends. Roger was a wonderful person
and will be deeply missed by all.”
- unknown

• "One of the most enduring memories I have of Roger was a crash.
He, 2 others and I were S. bound on Kennedy on the way home from the Marsh. Roger
an I were sprinting for a sign at the bottom of the big hill S. of Bloomington Rd. I had a
good jump on Roger, but he had began to close and was almost even with me when I
heard a blood-curdling yell.
His foot as disengaged from his pedal and at top speed, he was thrown to the
pavement. I sneaked a peek back (at about 60kph) and saw him tumbling down the
road. I don"t know how I got my bike slowed down so fast and turned back, but Rog was
lying on the asphalt in agony.
I raced to the nearest house but my pleas for help fell on the deaf ears of the apparent
renter who 'didn't want to get involved'. Suppressing an urge to strangle the son-of-abitch, I raced back to the where the other 3 had moved Roger and learned help had
been summoned by a motorist with a cellphone.
It seemed much longer than it was but soon a police car, with siren wailing, was hurtling
N. at high speed! All I remember thinking was 'I sure hope he has good brakes!' as he
expertly brought the car to a halt. Shortly thereafter, the ambulance arrived and Roger
was bundled onto the stretcher. The paramedics were about to lift him into the back
when he began to vomit (due to the head knock he suffered in the crash). I said 'Let him
throw up’ – knowing full well that inhaling vomit while strapped on your back can be the
cause of a multitude of complications – but the paramedics struggled with the combined
weight of Roger and the stretcher!
Recognizing the seriousness of the situation I ran over (in cycling cleats) and grabbed
the centre of the stretcher with all my strength and this allowed Rog to complete his
vomiting in safety. Soon he was on his way to hospital and we left his bike in the care of
a helpful local-certainly NOT the one I mentioned!
Later, after examining his shoes, we learned he had allowed one of the LOOK shoe
plates to become dangerously thin at the toe – and had caused his foot to break free in
the intense effort of a sprint.
Let this be a lesson to us all! Always examine your equipment very carefully!!”
- William Covey (Bill)

• For further commentary on Roger’s contribution to cycling, please visit John Symon’s
piece in Pedal magazine. [http://pedalmag.com/?p=262369]
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